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MK**54GSY Series 
Hard Disk Drive 

The MKxx54GSY series is Toshiba's newest, top-on-the-line, 7,200 
RPM hard disk drive offering which spans capacities ranging from 
320 to 80GB. The drive combines superior quality and performance 
in a mobile platform geared for data-intensive and productivity-
sensitive environments such as gaming, multimedia, entertainment 
as well as office applications. 

With the MKxx54GSWith the MKxx54GSY, Toshiba continues its corporate initiative in 
providing environmentally conscious solutions through the integration 
of a printed circuit board assembly that is completely free of halogens. 
Usage of MKxx54GSY drives can also reduce operating power 
consumption by as much as 70 percent over even the most power-
conservative 3.5-inch hard disk drives, without compromising 
valuable storage space. 

Superior Quality, Performance in a Mobile Platform 
Geared for Gaming, Multimedia & Entertainment

Up To 320 Gigabytes Of 
Storage Capacity

Optional Free Fall Sensor

16MB Cache Buffer For 
User Data

Serial ATA 3.0 Gbps and 
Extended SATA Features

7,200 RPM Spin Speed

Speed

Interface
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MK**54GSY Series
Hard Disk Drive 

All The Storage 
You Need

*

**  Buffer space available to the user. 

*** S-ATA power management features applied. 

One Gigabyte (1 GB) means 109 = 1,000,000,000 bytes using powers of 10. A computer operating system, however, reports storage capacity using powers of 2 
for the definition of 1 GB = 230 = 1,073,741,824 bytes, and therefore shows less storage capacity. Available storage capacity will also be less if the computer 
includes one or more pre-installed operating systems, pre-installed software applications, or media content. Actual formatted capacity may vary. 

Ordering Number = HDD2E4x

MK = Toshiba HDD   12/80 = First two digits of the capacity   16 = Model generation   G = GB   S = SATA   Y = 2.5-inch, 9.5mm z-height, 7,200 RPM

80GB
120GB
160GB
250GB
320GB

Toshiba Model Numbers
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